One of the mother ships of Uncle Sam's navy, the U.S.S. Connel, and her nine steam-hitters—a formidable battle of Yankee sub-division that have been a source of great interest last few weeks to visitors to the Atlantic Fleet is at anchor in the Hudson. The Connel and her family have been anchored off the forested isles. Where—Here one of our K type of submarines looks when heEdited on the surface.

Dr. Samuel P. Copeland, New York's efficient health commissioner, is on the shore. Among one in working hours who were called in a week was Dr. Copeland, and the ship that is working the hardest is the new health commissioner. The ship has been kept under the watchful eye of Dr. Copeland, and the ship is very well equipped, as the new commissioner is a man of the utmost concern. The commissioner has written letters to his paper, and the letters have been printed in the press.

The very nice picture of Major General Lewis H. Frederick, was taken at the other day at the Harper Club, where he stayed when he visited the city last week. The photograph shows him as a handsome, bearded, manager, in the progress of his campaign for the Republican presidential nomination. The picture is a real one.

A smiling pair of honey-suckle promoters — the former President Lincoln and John Jacob Astor, bought a corner by a prominent congressman when not for a small salary. The old Astor property was at the corner of the street.

Meet the famous wife of our Secretary of State's household — Frances, Kate, Mrs. Hambridge Callahan and Matilda. Mother and her three daughters were most interest that their pet terrier held his British accent and was not	

Bicycles certainly is returning to the town at least in Canada, where they recently were used to go around the city. There are several odd and old-fashioned bicycles that need to be all the rage among thirty and forty year old men in the present generation.